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.ANOTECHNOLOGY
.ANOTECHNOLOGY  AND  3MART  MATERIALS  ARE  CURRENT  BUZZ 
WORDS NOT ONLY IN THE SCIENTI½C COMMUNITY WHERE THEY SEEM 
TO  FEATURE  IN  EVERY  RESEARCH  PROPOSAL  SEEKING  FUNDING	  BUT 
IMPORTANTLY  IN THE POLITICAL AND  INDUSTRIAL ARENAS TOO  )  READ 





ENVIRONMENT WHETHER  THAT  IS  TRUE OR NOT  IS CURRENTLY BEING 
INVESTIGATED AND ) AM SURE IN THOSE CASES WHERE NANOPARTICLES 
ARE  FOUND  TO  BE  HARMFUL  IT  WILL  BE MATERIAL  SPECI½C  -OST 




OF APPLICATIONS BE  IT NONWETTING OR  SELF  CLEANING  SURFACES 
ENERGY GENERATION ELECTRONIC DEVICES POLLUTION CONTROL AND 










/F  COURSE  WE  BELIEVE  THAT  GOLD  HAS  A  SPECIAL  ROLE  TO 
PLAY  IN  THE  ³NANO´  SECTOR  BECAUSE  OF  ITS  UNIQUE  ATTRIBUTES 
AND  ASPECTS  OF  THIS  WERE  CLEARLY  TO  BE  SEEN  AT  THE  RECENT 
.ANOTECHNOLOGY  CONFERENCE  IN  "OSTON  WHERE  7ORLD  'OLD 
#OUNCIL  PROMOTED  THE  BENE½TS  OF  NANOGOLD  IN  A  NUMBER 





OF  THE  ORGANISING  COMMITTEE  )  LOOK  FORWARD  TO  A  STRONG 
CONTRIBUTION FROM THE GOLD NANOTECHNOLOGY SECTOR RE¾ECTING 
ITS KEY ROLE IN TOMORROW´S NANOORIENTED WORLD
